GROOMING CLEANSERS
shampoos • conditioners • wipes • sprays

We offer a full array of at-home grooming solutions to meet all of your pet’s grooming needs!

REDUCES SHEDDING
TANGLES & MATS
MEDICATED
GENTLE TEARLESS
CLEANS & CONDITIONS
BRIGHT WHITE
HYPO-ALLERGENIC
ANTI-STATIC
REDUCES ODOR

also try our Grooming Tools
Keep your pet happy, healthy & clean!

Grooming pets at home is easy using the Four Paws® Magic Coat® cleansers collection! These cleansers offer multiple ways to give pets healthy skin and coats. From nose to all four paws, Magic Coat® helps pets shine!

**UNSCENTED HYPO-ALLERGENIC**

**Shampoo & Wipes**
The new Magic Coat® Unscented Hypo-Allergenic Collection is enriched with oatmeal to soothe and comfort itchy and dry skin. These mild, paraben-free formulas leave your pet with a shiny, soft, and healthy-looking coat!

**FRAGRANCE FREE**

**HYPO-ALLERGENIC**

**Shampoos & Conditioner**
This skin-soothing oatmeal formula aids in removing dead skin and provides gentle moisturizing relief, leaving the coat shiny, soft, and healthy.

**OATMEAL & CUCUMBER SCENT**

**REDUCES ODOR**

**Shampoos & Spray**
Our odor-reducing shampoos help neutralize odors while maintaining a clean, lustrous coat and soothed skin. The dry spray offers a convenient alternative to bathing for a quick refresh anytime.

**PAPAYA & OATMEAL SCENT**
**GENTLE TEARLESS**

**Shampoos & Spray**

Made with gentle, skin-conditioning agents, Magic Coat® Gentle Tearless shampoos prevent your dog’s coat from drying out by helping it to retain its natural oils. Our tearless shampoos leave the coat lustrous, pleasantly scented, and easy to manage.

**SOFT BREEZE SCENT**

---

**GENTLE TEARLESS**

**Shampoos & Wipes**

The new Magic Coat® Puppy Collection has gentle, paraben-free, puppy-specific formulas that not only add strength and lustre to your puppy’s baby-soft coat, but also include gentle botanicals that calm itchy or irritated skin while washing away dirt. The soft scent will leave your puppy smelling baby powder fresh!

**BABY POWDER SCENT**

---

**REDUCES SHEEDING**

**Shampoos & Spray**

Magic Coat® Reduces Shedding shampoos provide the added benefit of hydrating, moisturizing, and protecting coats to prevent excess shedding. Our liquid formats include Omega-3 fatty acids to further promote a healthy, lustrous coat.

**HONEY VANILLA SCENT**

---

**TANGLES & MATS**

**Shampoo & Sprays**

Magic Coat® Tangles & Mats Collection is specially formulated to provide deep-moisturizing effects that strengthen, detangle, and soften your pet’s coat, leaving it manageable and easy to brush and comb.

**VIOLET SCENT**

---

**LEMON MINT SCENT**

---

**FRESH CITRUS SCENT**

---
**MEDICATED**

**Shampoo**

Enriched with coal tar & aloe vera, this paraben-free formula helps break down flaky or crusty skin buildup and provides maximum relief to irritated, inflamed, and itchy skin, soothing it and restoring a strong, luxurious coat.

CLASSIC CLEAN SCENT

---

**2-IN-1 CLEANS & CONDITIONS**

**Shampoo & Conditioner**

This 2-in-1 shampoo & conditioner combination is protein enriched to help detangle knots and mats while moisturizing your dog’s coat—all in one easy step!

CALMING WATER SCENT

---

**BRIGHT WHITE**

**Shampoo**

White coats shine with these shampoos. Clarifying pearlescent brighteners and whiteners safely remove discoloration and restore fading coats to their natural shine.

ALMOND SHEA BUTTER SCENT

---

**ANTI-STATIC**

**Shampoo**

The new Magic Coat® Anti-Static Shampoo is infused with witch hazel and lanolin, neutralizing static to help reduce flyaways and control frizzy fur from sticking to clothes and furniture. This gentle, paraben-free formula uses a botanical blend to soothe and moisturize your pet’s skin and coat, leaving it soft and shiny with a light, fresh linen scent.

WHITE LINEN SCENT

---
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